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Solenoidal or 
compressive 
turbulence?



  

Shock re-acceleration 
or adiabatic 
compression?



  

Turbulent re-acceleration 
or weak shocks?



  

Which is the origin of 
these filamentary 
structures?
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Is the AGN furnishing 
electrons to the relic?



  

Which is the origin of 
these external structures?



  

An in-deep view of the Coma cluster at 54 MHz with LOFAR

● 108 hours with LBA @ 54 MHz
● Aim: detailed spectral index study (in combination with HBA) 

- halo
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- accretion relic
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LOFAR LBA from LoLSS (1 deg from pointing center)

The starting point: LOFAR LBA Sky Survey 
[De Gasperin+, 21&23]
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3 hours 
beam: 60 arcsec
rms: 12 mJy/beam
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On a LOFAR 
dedicated node 
with 512 GB RAM 
and 2x64 cores

Data processing 
with LiLF 
(https://github.com/
revoltek/LiLF)
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I challenge: download the data
 → 40 days (20 each for the calibrator and Coma)

II challenge: select the data
Direction independent calibration in chunks of 6 hours (16 hours x 19)
1 hour DI calibrated images 

 → 80 hours with rms < 14 mJy/beam (under consideration)
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III challenge: direction dependent calibration (starting from the best 8 hours)

(1 week x 10)  
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III challenge: direction dependent calibration (starting from the best 8 hours)

Two 3C sources
in the field

Diffuse emission
spanning several facets 

2.5 deg

(1 week x 10)  



  

IV challenge: imaging

WSclean with multi-facets DDFacets

>2 days for 8h (7000x7000), >9 days for 30h (5000x5000)

8 hours 
beam: 15 arcsec
rms: 1.6 mJy/beam



  

...and after ~2000h = 90 days of processing time, and many more of human time...  
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...and after ~2000h = 90 days of processing time, and many more of human time...  

LOFAR LBA+HBA contours [preliminary] 

8 hours 
beam: 60 arcsec
rms: 5 mJy/beam



  LOFAR HBA+LBA spectral index [preliminary] 
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Which is the acceleration mechanism?
Shock vs adiabatic compression

LOFAR 
HBA+LBA

Di Gennaro+18



  

Which is the acceleration mechanism?
Turbulent re-acceleration predicts α~-1.5
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